
Mrs. Mapson Social Studies Q2 Test Review Notes

1. Geography                                                                                                                                   
The names and locations of the 13 British Colonies

(remember that England is part of Great Britain, which is the same thing as the United Kingdom)

2. Colonial America
    -Know which explorers and countries founded colonies in North America
    -Explain the Columbian Exchange, the Triangle Trade, and what they had to do with Slavery
    -Define and explain the goals of the economic theory of Mercantilism
    -Describe regional differences between the British Colonies. The three regions are:
New England Colonies, Middle Colonies, Southern Colonies
(Include information on economics, social structure, slavery, and political ideas.)

3.  Important Documents
    -Be able to describe and quote the Declaration of Independence (shortened to DOI)
    -Be able to explain the importance of the Magna Carta
    -Be able to explain the importance of the Mayflower Compact

4. Critical Thinking Essay
(Answer in a paragraph of 7 or more well-structured sentences.)

In a complete paragraph, explain why Patriots in the English Colonies thought 
it was very important and completely legal for them to break away from England 
and form their own new country.

**items in bold will be done in Q3**
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